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Preface

   The following pages recount a single-handed sailing voyage 
undertaken on the East Greenland coast in the summer of 2017. 
   After searching for a boat that I could sail to Arctic waters, in 2012 
I purchased a small sailing ship, a 28 foot steel-hulled Lemster 
Zeekruiser, built in 1964, from a man who had rescued her from going 
to rust in a yard in Greece a decade before. Rebuilding the interior and 
outfitting this ship that he renamed Troll had clearly been a labor of 
love for him. But the prospect of an Atlantic crossing, having already 
sailed her from Greece to the Canary Islands, he felt was too much for a 
couple on such a small boat. It is often on such gateway islands that one 
finds seaworthy boats for sale. When I saw Troll, I thought her small yet 
suitable. She had a nice classic form, with a rolled steel hull and a long 
keel, and since she had been outftted for the ocean crossing, was ready 
to sail away. 
   By fits and starts, I sailed her, alone, to Spanish Morocco, the Bay of 
Cadiz, along the shores of Portugal, up the west coast of Ireland, to the 
Outer Hebrides, the Faroes, and along the north coast of Iceland, where 
I kept her in Ísafjörður.
   In the summer of 2015, I encountered ice for the first time, when I 
sailed to the area around Ammassalik on the east coast of Greenland. 
Sailing among ice brought back to me the joys I had felt when I first 
started sailing, the sense of thrill that came with a wholly new and 
powerful experience, such as when I first made landfall in Hawaii after 
weeks at sea on my first solo blue water passage. It was a very heavy 
ice year along the coast, with the town of Tasiilaq only able to be 
approached by sea after the middle of August, and with a number of 
people trying, and failing, to reach the settlement in Scoresby Sund. 
   As I approached the Greenland coast, the ice became denser,  until I 

was weaving a tight path through pack ice, almost as if coursing down 
a narrow rock strewn river. I loved the feeling of this new landscape, so 
far from land. I spent eleven days that year, sailing around the different 
settlements, from Isortoq to the west, where the Greenland ice cap 
meets the sea, and from where many attempts to cross over it to West 
Greenland have begun, to the scattered houses perched precariously 
upon the rocks in Sermiligaq to the east. Only ten days after I had 
arrived, the ice in the Ammassalik area had thined out substantially, 
allowing me to sail almost unimpeded in the fjords, which only a few 
days before were completely blocked, bringing home to me the obvious 
but crucial point of polar sailing, of how extraordinarily different 
two experiences may be in the same waters depending on the ice 
conditions. 
   The ephemeral landscapes generated by the various forms, types and 
stages of ice are as real and beautiful as any I have witnessed, yet they 
cannot be found on any map. In a more tragic sense, this statement says 
something about the poles more generally as we move forward into an 
uncertain future. 2016 was one of the the lowest sea ice extents in the 
Arctic since records began thirty-nine years ago, and this was reflected 
along the East Greenland coast during that summer, where there was 
very little ice. In fact, the same can be said of each of the last ten years, 
indicating a potentially catastrophic decline. The hunting cultures and 
explorers of the east coast of Greenland, from the Saqqaq and Thule 
to Scoresby, Amdrup and Watkins could not have known how fragile 
this environment that proved so difficult to navigate would be. As I 
made my way slowly along the Dangerous Coast from Kangerlussuaq 
to Scoresby Sund in the summer of 2017, I was constantly aware of how 
precious these difficulties were.  



In the pack ice



   Troll and I slipped our moorings from the bay in Ísafjörður, Iceland 
just before 06:00 on July 22, expecting by the forecast for a decent 
northeasterly wind to take us the 235 nautical miles (nm) across the 
Denmark Strait to Kangerlussuaq, where I was to begin my journey in 
Greenland. Once outside Skutulsfjörður, where Ísafjörður is tucked in, 
the wind picked up, and hoisting my sails, I set course at a decent five 
knots.
   It didn’t last though. By mid-afternoon, once away from the Westfjords, 
Iceland a not too distant coast, the wind dropped. I had waited in 
Ísafjörður for a good wind to take me across the Denmark Strait, and 
no sooner had I left the coast, than I was becalmed. Determinedly, I 
refused to start the engine, wanting to trust the forecast and not liking 
to run under engine during passages, especially as I would need my 
diesel along the coast where there would be little wind. And for that I 
remained idle and drifting, before I had had enough and gave in, hours 
later. 
   I ran the engine all night, stopping it only twice when the wind looked 
promising but proved fickle. A steady, light wind finally picked up the 
following morning, and I gladly hoisted the sails again, adjusting the 
self steer vane. But only an hour after doing so, running gently with 
the wind behind me, I was below in the cabin and started hearing 
crunching noises. Outside, a few small growlers and bergy bits were 
scattered about, with the fog becoming heavier. We were a long 
way out from Greenland, at 67º 00’ N 25º 20’ W, and we had met the 
beginning of the sea ice that on the ice charts I had looked at before 
leaving showed a long tongue stretched out from the coast to my north. 
They started as very small chunks of thinly dispersed ice, but these in 
short order gave way to ever increasing sizes and density. At a certain 
point, as my slight concern gave way to action, I stopped, backing my 
sails, to get my self steer rudder out of the water. I then continued, as I 
had been since coming upon the ice, hand steering.  

   Rather than skirting around to the south, I continued, entering further 
into the pack ice, thinking I would go through the tongue, after which 
I could continue unimpeded on to Kangerlussuaq. Based on the ice 
chart, this was open drift ice, which means that between one tenth to 
three tenths of the area is covered by sea ice. This is manageable, even 
in a small ship. In these circumstances, I was glad to come upon the ice, 
fascinated as I had been on my last voyage to Greenland, enchanted by 
the variety of forms.   
   It seemed innocent enough. I sailed among increasingly denser, and 
larger bergs, but so gently, with by now the lightest of winds, all the 
while heading in a westward direction. As the density of ice increased, 
so too did the fog. Soon I was moving into a field in which only the 
next few floes ahead were visible. Moving soundlessly through the fog 
brought me close to a hooded seal on a floe, and then, a little further 
on, another, this time a blueback. Here and there, keeping in the water
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and much more weary, were ringed seals, or floe rats as they were called 
in the whaling days.
   The hours passed quickly and when I started to tire and become cold, 
I realised that I had been at the tiller for over eight hours. I wanted to 
stop, to take a break, and yet with the sails filled and my need to remain 
at the tiller to keep Troll on course and away from the ice, I would have 
had to drop the sails but did not want to break my momentum, so 
carried on. The density of the ice through which I was sailing increased 
almost imperceptibly. It was when I entered a large horseshoe shaped 
cul-de-sac of ice, from which I could not turn around quickly enough, 
bumping against a large floe, that I began to think of dropping my sails, 
starting the engine, and finding the most direct route out of the ice. I 
suppose I had had enough for the day, and wanted now to just carry on 
to my intended destination.   
   Since I had been going through the ice for hours, I felt sure that the 
field must end soon, that I would get through to the other side of the 
tongue, into open water. Not long after I had freed myself from the 
cul-de-sac, Troll was pushed gently on to another floe. I grabbed my 
long tuk, a pole with a sharp point to push bergs away, and guided Troll 
along the ice to get her free. But near the stern, Troll turned in the wind 
slightly, and the tuk became wedged between my self steer column 
holding the vane, and the back stay. Fearing bending the column, I had 
no choice but to release the tuk, letting it slide from my hands to the 
ice, where it then fell into the water. Troll glided on a little way while I 
dropped the main, and started the engine so that I would be able to go 
back to retrieve my tuk. It took a few minutes, but when I was underway, 
I returned to where I thought I had been, but could not find the tuk. I 
went from floe to floe, but they all started to look very similar, leaving 
me disoriented. I gave up on my tuk, for which I felt a loss, so early was it 
in my voyage. I should have put a line on it, so as to be able to retrieve it 
in just such a circumstance. Once I started to move again, I looked about

and could not decide which was the best way to leave the ice, so heavy 
did it now appear all about me.
   What followed was an hour or so of trying one way, until I could go no 
further, blocked by floes bunched up together, and then another, finally 
ending up in a place I was certain was where I had started. I began to 
feel uncomfortable, as though, could it be possible, was I trapped? 
When I decided to simply backtrack, returning in the direction I had 
been moving all day, I again found myself blocked. That was the point 
I turned off my engine, incredulous. In the fog, I could see nothing 
beyond the immediate floes, which gave no hint as to where might lie 
more open ice. No possibility of looking for water sky that could provide 
a tell-tale sign. And the floes around me seemed to be somehow 
pressing in the longer I lay to. I was stuck. Grounded, so to speak, in the 
middle of the sea. I could not believe it. How foolish, I thought, to go so 
deeply into the ice.
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   The frustrations and hopes over the next couple of days is best 
expressed by Troll’s log:
Day 2, July 23, 21:00 67º 14’ N, 26º 10’ W I’m in so deep in the field of ice, I 
cannot find a way out. Sails down, Tuk lost. Tired. 
22:45 Stuck in ice. I can’t really believe it, but I see no way out. I have been 
trying and trying. I even overheated the engine accidentally by stopping 
and starting it and then not opening the water intake valve. The day has 
become a farce. Lying at 67º 16’ N, 26º 09’ W.
Day 3, 12:30 Have not been able to move. Now at 67º 18’ N, 26º 11’ W. But 
the drift has taken me west and north. The night was loud at times. I feared 
being crushed. At least that is how it sounded below. Cold. Around 05:00 
the landscape looked solid, with Troll in the middle a Troll-sized pond. An 
extraordinary sheen covered the landscape, as though it had snowed. Now 
the melt may allow us to move. I shall try. 
Had to stop at 14:15. Just can’t seem to make much progress. This seems to 
be a waiting game. The crunching begins again. 

15:50 67º 18’ N, 26º 15’ W. Drifting very slowly with the ice about a minute 
west an hour. No opening up yet. Unable to move, or not worth trying. The 
wind should increase slightly by midnight Wednesday. This should disperse 
the ice a little, but could prove very uncomfortable bumping up against the 
shifting floes. 
18:30 The ice is becoming denser again, but I remain in the same spot, with 
the same bergs for company. 
23:00 At 67º 20’ N, 26º 18’ W. We are drifting now very slowly east. We have 
shifted. All the ice is in this constant back and forward motion. The easterly 
movement has opened the ice up a little.  Not enough yet to manoeuvre out 
of, but perhaps by the morning. The closest anchorage on the coast would 
be the Wiedermann Fjord. Perhaps I could make for that if the ice allows.  
02:00 The ice density was enough for me to consider making a try to 
Wiedermann Fjord. 25 minutes of heavy reversing and forwarding into 
certain larger bergs blocking the way convinced me otherwise. A foolish try. 
I think I ended back with the same berg whose scraping induced me to try in 
the first place. 
Day 4, July 25. I started the engine at 06:15, stopped at 07:00. Could not 
make any progress. Just too much ice. 
08:45 Calm, no wind, already being boxed in by ice. Cold. 67º 19’ N, 26º 12’ 
W. We have been moving east quite a bit. I can hear the murmur of more 
active, shifting, ice nearby which I take to be a more open area.
11:00 I tried it again. It looked as though there was a lead. No such luck. I 
went a little way, and then, a wall. 
As worrying and frustrating as the situation was, I also found it 
fascinating. Ice seemed to be drawn to Troll as though she were a 
magnet, or the other way around. Even if there was a clearing during 
what I called morning melt periods where the ice seemed to open a 
little before closing in for the afternoon and evening, in no time I was 
scraping against another, or the same floe, from which I tried to push 
off. Troll also behaved as though she were some sort of ice nucleator, a 
sort of seed bringing the floes nearby together into a denser berg. 7



Laughing at my situation, I started to play with the idea that it was 
going to last a long time, that I would be in the middle of this dense 
pack ice, drifting down the coast, rounding Kap Farvel on my way up 
the west coast, before crossing the Davis Strait and joining the Labrador 
Current to Newfoundland. There went my summer. At least I had a good 
stockpile of food.
   Just after 13:00 on July 25th, the third day in the ice, the fog cleared, 
revealing a bright blue sky.  With the sky cleared, I noticed in the 
distance a difference on my visible horizon, I immediately climbed a 
ratline, and there, not too far away, I could see the open ocean. The 
heavy front of the ice, and then a scattering of small bergy bits. I knew it. 
I was at the edge of the sea ice front. All I needed to do was find a path 
out. And with the sky clear, and the early morning melt having opened 
the ice a little, I could see it.
  About an hour later, I was free. Drifting just beyond the edge of the 

sea ice the route to Kangerlussuaq was clear. It became apparent, sitting 
there in the warm sunshine on the edge of the ice, what I had done. In 
2015, leaving the coast of Greenland, I had to go through pack ice some 
distance offshore. As I neared the front of the pack, past which was 
open ocean and my route to Iceland, the ice was much denser, and I also 
had to make a final push through some larger and more tightly packed 
floes that effectively kept me trapped, though not nearly as extensive 
and dense as what I had just gone through. Rather than the ice simply 
dispersing, becoming less dense, as the pack moved along, the front 
povided a tight shape to the large field of ice.  The larger the field of 
pack ice, the denser, and wider, presumably the front. For a larger ship, 
such a front should not be a problem to get through, but for a ship that 
is unable to move even moderately sized floes without a lot of effort, 
and a great deal more difficult to do so when they are packed against 
others, this becomes almost impossible. I had been sailing toward the 
front of the ice pack, since the wind had pushed me, along with many of 
the floes contributing to the front, all that first day before I had gotten 
stuck. Had I known then, I would not have sailed with the wind behind 
me, deeper into the ice, but skirted it more carefully. But now free, I 
also knew that even though I would not have willingly put myself in 
the position I did, I was so very glad that I had spent that time within 
the pack. Despite the concern and worries, it had been truly beautiful. 
William Scoresby has described the terror he felt within crushing pack 
ice, even as he was drawn to its beauty. A nineteenth century gentleman 
named Walter Livingstone-Learmonth who shipped aboard a whaler 
in the Greenland Sea enthused about the world within the pack-ice. 
“Who can describe the sensations awakened in a man who for the first 
time sees true saltwater ice in its native state?”, he asked, “The beauty of 
it, with its crystalline pyramids & peaks; the roar of the sea, as it lashes 
itself against the undermined edges; the pure white snow, of dazzling 
whiteness & brilliancy lying in spotless purity on the surface, broken 
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only by the occasional track of a seal or bear. Truly it would repay men 
to undergo more discomfort than they experience on a voyage to gaze 
on such beauty. Even after the first transports of novelty had worn 
off, and we had lived in the ice, as I might say, it was ever the keenest 
pleasure to lean over the handrail and gaze at the ever changing forms 
and shapes, as the ship moved on its way. Now huge floes, perhaps a 
hundred square miles in extent; then pack ice to be followed by perhaps 
a huge mass of fresh water ice, towering from the sea and which we all 
know by the name of icebergs. How many hundreds, aye thousands of 
years had these bergs been slowly wending their way down the glaciers 
of Greenland, Spitzbergen or far off Franz Josef Land, until they floated 
off into the sea. The beauty of the whole scene as one gazes on it at 
midnight in the summer, with a brilliant sun lighting up every glittering 
snow flake, is a true midsummer night’s dream”. Livingstone-Learmonth 
had sailed to a higher latitude and spent a longer time in larger fields 
of ice, but as I lay to in the sunshine free at last, his overwrought 
sentiments rang true to me all the same. 
   There was little breeze, so I started my engine and set a course slightly 
to the south of the entrance of Kangerlussuaq, to keep away from what 
I expected to be another heavy build up of sea ice further west. I moved 
parallel to what also looked like a long stretch of sea ice to my north. 
But despite the occasional large and medium bergs, and growlers, and 
patches of fog, the way was clear, with the northern fulmers, that had 
kept me company occasionally in the ice pack, keeping me company 
still. 
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Kangerlussuaq



   By early evening, with the sky above the coast bright and clear, 
and still over 130nm from Kangerlussuaq, I could faintly make out 
a mountain to my starboard. It must be the old norse Hvitserk, I 
instinctively thought, Whiteshirt. Gunnbjørnsfjeld, after the first 
Norseman to have seen Greenland, is its highest mountain, and the 
highest above the Arctic Circle. It was an early navigational aid for the 
Norsemen to get to and from Iceland and the colonies of Greenland, as 
were Gunnbjørn’s Skerries further south. Looking at the chart, it seemed 
in the right place. Around 02:00, after the outline of the coast started to 
show itself very faintly in the distance, a thick fog descended around us. 
   In preparation for the voyage I had bought a portable Iridium 
messaging handset which allowed me to send and receive messages 
and send out an SOS. I had an EPIRB on board, but this was the first 
time I had ever sailed with the possibility of contact, which felt very 
novel, and altered my sense of solitude drastically. Even if I did not 
use it, I could, and that changed everything. Before leaving Ísafjörður, 
I exchanged contact details with a man named Dario who was sailing 
with his very large family on a ship called ToptoTop. The previous year 
they were the first sailing vessel known to go through the Hekla Strait 
in the course of their northwest passage, possible due to the absence 
of ice that year. He contacted me when I was in the pack ice and I 
mentioned that I thought the ice was much denser than the charts from 
the DMI in Denmark showed. The charts, at least for the east coast of 
Greenland seemed too optimistic, and I felt needed to be treated with 
caution. He wanted to try to get to Turner Sund, below Scoresby Sund, 
as I had mentioned to him that there was a hot spring nearby. He had 
texted back that it was not possible to get to Turner Sund for the ice, 
and that they would try to skirt north and east around the pack to try 
for Scoresby Sund. I knew they had to get to Akureyri by the first week 
of August as Sabine, Dario’s wife, was soon to give birth to yet another 
child. There were five children already, all seemingly very well adjusted

to living on board in close quarters. Now that I was on my way to 
Kangerlussuaq, Dario texted again, saying he was unable to get into 
Scoresby Sund, and that they were giving up and heading to Akureyri. 
I’m sure his wife was relieved. But as I motored along, I also had to 
consider my options. If the ice was too dense at the entrance to 
Kangerlussuaq as well, I thought that I could either wait in front of it, 
which did not seem too good an option should some weather come in, 
or head south, to Tasiilaq, and wait there. Tasiilaq was quite a distance, 
and my goal had been to start in Kangerlussuaq, so I was hoping that 
this would not be necessary. But by the last satellite image I had of the 
entrance, coupled with my recent experience in the pack ice, I was not 
entirely optimistic. 
   By morning, the fog had cleared, and I came across a long stretch of 
ice in front of me. I stopped to have a coffee and during this break, I 
noticed some water in a bilge area that lies forward of my main diesel 
tank. I passed it off as a leak from my fresh water tank, which I had not 
used for a number of seasons, relying instead on canteens, but had 
decided to fill for this trip. I did not want to think of the alternative, 
for example that somehow a throughull had sheared, and was letting 
in seawater. I would look at it once I was in a fjord. I moved carefully 
through the narrow stretch of ice until I was again in open water. By 
the afternoon, with Kangerlussuaq only 50nm away, and the sky clear, I 
could see the magnificent outline of Greenland, a serrated panorama of 
rock and snow.
   I came upon ice and fog as I neared the entrance of Kangerlussuaq 
in the evening, with both increasing the further I went in. The swell 
coming in from behind me lifted the field of ice ahead in a slow 
undulating motion, as the low sun forced itself through the fog. I was 
only 20nm from Kraemer Island, my intended anchorage, but after a 
couple of hours, following first one lead, then another, the ice simply 
became too dense, and I feared being trapped again. Shortly before 
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midnight, I pulled back, retracing my route, then stopped the engine. 
   Troll lay among the ice in the gentle swell. Occasionally, when a 
berg began to scrape, I shifted position. Twice in the night I started 
the engine and pulled even further back, the last time until I was only 
among loose patches of ice. 
   I woke to a stunning sight of the entrance to Kangerlussuaq, glaciers 
to the left, while to the right I could see clearly the mountains of the 
Lemon Range rising from behind the fjord. About 150 metres away, 
a large sailing vessel, looking like one I knew from Ísafjörður, also lay 
before the ice. Calling up on VHF, I spoke to Guillaume on board his ship, 
Boreal, who said he would try to get the most recent satellite image. He 
and a crew member, Steve, came over on a tender a short while later 
to show me the image and say hello. They mentioned that Siggi on the 
Arktika, who ran a charter ship from Ísafjörður, and probably the most 
knowledgeable sailor of this coast, had already tried and failed to get

into Kangerlussuaq, and was now in Tasiilaq. In the recent image, 
it looked as if the ice along the coast was even denser than in the 
one I had, now a few days old, as if it had been moving south west, 
building up where we lay, before the slight turn to the south, toward 
Ammassalik.
   We discussed the unlikely possibility of getting into Kangerlussuaq 
from what we could see, and Guillaume said that he would try for 
Nordre Aputiteeq, an island 18nm away to the southwest. He would 
contact me if the way was clear. I said I would try to reach a friend and 
colleague from the British Antarctic Survey, Andreas Czifersky, who 
worked with Polar View, a service which provides sea ice information. He 
might have a suggestion from his vantage to get into Kangerlussuaq. 
Meanwhile, I would wait and see if Boreal got through to Nordre 
Aputiteeq, and follow if they could.         
   I spent most of the day drifting among the ice in front of the huge 
fjord, enjoying the sun and the spectacular scenery. At one point I made 
an attempt to push in to the fjord, but gave up after a while, concious 
of how much energy and fuel could be wasted without knowing how 
deep lay the ice. A little before 18:00, Boreal sent a text saying there 
was a clear path to Nordre Aputiteeq. If free of ice, this might be a good 
place to wait for the conditions of Kangerlussuaq to change. I began to 
wend my way through the ice toward Nordre Aputiteeq, an island that 
once housed a comfortable manned meteorological station, but which 
now only contained an automated weather station. The American Pilot 
for this region states that there is a landing quay, “based on hearsay”. But 
Siggi of the Arktika had mentioned that the quay is in fact simply a wall 
that one can put up against, when conditions permit. 
  I started motoring toward Nordre Aputiteeq, at one point accidentally 
running up on a submerged ram of ice that is a common feature of 
some icebergs and floes, projecting out below the water, and often 
quite shallow. They are a constant danger, and it is easy to hit one if not 
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paying attention. Troll lifted a few feet in the air before sliding back in 
the water. From my previous voyage to the coast I had experience of 
how any such submerged ice could easily lift and move Troll like a toy, 
but it remained a shock every time it happened. By the time the island 
was coming clearly into view, I received another text from Guillaume. 
Unable to approach Nordre Aputiteeq, they were hemmed in, 1.5nm 
from the island, with a heavy swell coming in. I continued toward 
the island, as their message sounded worrying. Boreal was a large 
aluminium ship, and able to deal with much more difficult conditions 
than Troll. 
   By the time I came around to the southeast side of the island, heavy 
with brash ice, I tried calling on VHF but received no reply. I then sent 
an Iridium text. They had freed themselves, Guillaume responded, and 
had headed south of Nordre Aputiteeq, where they would drift for 
the evening. I stopped my own engine to drift, aware that a couple of 
islands lying off the coast were directly to my south and that I could not 
drift for long without shifting Troll east. As I ate dinner, I thought again 
of going south to Tasiilaq, as it now seemed to me that Boreal, given 
their position, had decided to do. The ice was just too much. I tried to 
sleep for a while, at one point getting up to motor east so as to clear 
the islands to my south in the drift. By 02:00, waking to ice scraping the 
hull, and worried about the drift, I got up. The seascape was different, as 
though much of the brash ice from just a few hours before had melted, 
with the sea nearby appearing more open. The swell too had gone, 
and it was very calm. The sky was bright and red. I started the engine 
and moved toward Nordre Aputiteeq, the sizes and density of the ice 
increasing as I progressed. On a floe ahead of me a very large seal dived 
off before I was able to identify it. 
   In the calm, I continued round the western side of the island, 
moving slowly in the dense ice. I could see ashore the remains of the 
meteorological station, as well as parts of a pulley system that would

have been used to take supplies from a ship lying alongside the high 
stone cliffs. Being on this western side of the island, heavy with ice, 
the mainland with its glaciers emptying into the sea nearby, gave me 
the enclosed feel of a large bay. The air was filled with the attendant 
rumblings, booms and cracks of the carving and splitting of ice. Long-
tailed ducks and black guillemots were abundant here. Tired, I cut the 
engine at 67º 47’ N, 32º 17’ W, and drifted. Close by the coast of Nordre 
Aputiteeq, bergs were migrating past me to the opening north of the 
island. Troll herself lay still, not affected by this local current, only metres 
away. At one point, as I was below, out of a window I saw a massive 
berg moving past. I rushed out and saw the huge iceberg moving like 
a bus on an expressway, sweeping past me. I ran the engine briefly and 
moved a little further west toward the glaciers on the mainland and 
then went to sleep.  
   By the time I awoke, just before midday, I had drifted back to the south 
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of the island. The sky was clear and bright, and the sea was calm. I 
decided that I would try to make my way slowly, if I could, toward the 
western edge of the opening into Kangerlussuaq. While lying next to 
Nordre Aputiteeq, I had begun to think that the edge between the land 
and ice at the fjord entrance might just allow enough room to pass 
through, as it had appeared possible to do so around the coast of the 
island. I was conscious that such a position might be very problematic 
should the wind pick, but I wanted to try. I could not imagine a calmer 
or clearer day to do so.  
   Moving forward among gaps through large floes, I was able to make 
a fairly straight path toward the western side of the fjord, with Kraemer 
Island 24nm away. As I came along the steep cliffs, although the ice 
was dense here and there, I encountered no point at which I could 
not continue, and the further in I went, the more open areas I found 
through which to move. By 17:00, I had reached Kap Deichmann, and

just needed to cut across the fjord, which I was able to do without 
much difficulty. By 19:30, I arrived at Suhaili Bugt, named by the Robin 
Knox-Johnston and Chris Bonnington expedition of 1991, after Knox-
Johnston’s ship. I dropped anchor at 68º 10’ N, 31º 44’ W, in a nook at 
the head of which lay a stream emptying into the bay. It was July 28th, 
six days out from Iceland. Yet with all I had gone through, and all I had 
witnessed, Iceland felt a world away. Checking my Iridium handset, I 
saw that I had received a message from Andreas, suggesting the same 
approach as I had just taken, which pleased me, as he had a great deal 
more experience with ice, albeit with much larger ships.
  In the morning, the first thing I needed to attend to was the water in 
the forward bilge. I tasted it and my fears were realised. Salt water. I 
started shifting things away, sails, tools, charts, spares, food, clothes. 
And there, right where one would almost expect, directly on the bow, 
but well below the water line, I could see a small leak, where the steel 
had taken a hit. A trickle of water was gliding down inside the hull, 
and building up in the bilge. I am sure that such a quantity of water 
is normal to a wooden boat owner, and they might laugh at such an 
intake. But I have a steel hull, have always preferred steel for ships, and 
am used to a dry hull. So this concerned. I found a tube of Sikiflex and 
started building up the area with the sealent around the leak.
   Once finished, all I could do was wait and see. I rowed my dinghy 
toward the small rocky beach from where the stream emptied, seeing 
beneath me the layering of the fresh water above the sea water, 
pronounced here no doubt because of the narrowness of this nook in 
which Troll was at anchor. For my first walk, I went up a lesser peak on 
Kraemer Island. It was good to touch land, to scramble over the rugged 
rock, to drink from the clear water. Once at the top, the landscape was 
magnificent, the opening of the ice filled fjord spread out before me. 
Much higher, and on the mainland across Uttental Sund was a ridge that 
I would leave for another day, which would allow me to see much 
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further inside the fjord, which was now blocked from my view, sheltered 
as I was. Coming back in the evening, I checked how the sealent had 
worked. Some rags kept by the area needed ringing out. The leak 
continued, but it was by no means at the same rate as before, and was 
manageable. However, I knew I had to be more cautious with the ice 
from here on out, that I was lucky it had not been worse.  
  The next day, I walked on Kraemer Island again, to a spot overlooking 
an anchorage deep within Uttental Sund. Again, the weather was 
gorgeous, the sun strong. I was becoming familiar with the limited 
variety of life in this otherwise harsh landscape of rock and ice, the 
Arctic willow being the most dominant of the plants. Here and there, 
next to the clear streams, were moss beds with a few other flowering 
plants. Stunted ferns and clusters of grasses were tucked away among 
lichen stained rocks. Occasionally one could hear the piercing cry of a 
raven, or catch a glimpse of a northern wheatear dashing from 

rock to rock. 
   After coming back from my walk, I brought Troll on a high tide out 
of Suhaili Bugt and past a shallow bar in Uttental Sund, to lie off from 
a group of dilapidated hunter’s huts on Skraegard Halvo. Scattered 
around the huts and along the peninsula were a miscellany of rusted 
implements, broken toys, old stoves, and all manner of bones. It was on 
this peninsula that Georg Amdrups’ Carlsberg Expedition of 1900, the 
first known Europeans to enter this fjord, found old ruins and remains 
dating from different eras, some of them very well preserved, and in fact 
among the richest grave finds of the Inugsuk culture in Greenland.  
  After 1894, with the establishment of a trading post in Tasiilaq, the 
hunting range of the East Greenlanders was not as widespread along 
the coast. Although in the modern era, engine driven boats have 
allowed the Greenlanders greater speed and a wider range it is possible 
that the next time Kangerlussuaq was visited after Amdrup was in 1930 
during the British Arctic Air Route Expedition (BAARE), led by Gino 
Watkins. Watkins wanted to survey the coast north and south of Tasiilaq 
for a location that would serve as a refuelling stop for transatlantic 
flights, and reached as far north as Kangerlussuaq and Mikis Fjord. The 
BAARE carried out the first aerial surveys in East Greenland using two 
Gipsy Moths, as well as taking meteorological measurements. Many of 
the features of Kangerlussuaq are now named after members of that 
expedition.
   In the best tradition of European Arctic explorers adopting local 
practices, from John Rae to Roald Amundsen, Watkins became 
proficient as a kayaker with which he hunted seals to provide food for 
his logistically paired down expeditions. It is one of the tragedies of 
Arctic exploration that Gino died at the early age of twenty-five while 
out hunting alone in his kayak, at Tugtiluk, just north of Tasiilaq. Much 
has been written about Watkins over the years. Mounting such large 
expeditions at so young an age, his death was seen as a huge loss. 
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   The BAARE came into Kangerlussuaq with the Quest, anchoring in 
Uttental Sund. The Quest, originally a Norwegian sealer called Foca 1, 
is the ship that Shackleton renamed and used on his last voyage south, 
from which he did not return. It also brought Augustine Courtald and 
his party back to the East Greenland coast for their successful climb of 
Gunnbjørnsfeld in 1935. My own family has a very slight connection 
with the ship. My grandfather, Michael Bruce, saw it come in to Rio 
de Janeiro in 1923, carrying Shackleton on that fateful trip. The Quest 
needed additional crew, and my Grandfather lept at the chance, 
undergoing sea trials. He was accepted, but the War Office got wind of 
his plans and scuppered them. He was on a war pension, which they 
threatened to cut if he went. Sadly, he watched the Quest sail out of the 
harbour without him.
   Waking to another clear and hot day, I walked from the hunter’s huts, 
across a pinch of land that separates Skraegard Halvo, and up to a 500 m

ridge that gave me a wonderful view further into the fjord and the 
Lemon Range behind. On the ascent, I spotted an Ivory Gull. The ice at 
the mouth of the fjord, below Kap Hammer to the east, looked relatively 
open. Each day I could see that although slow, there were dramatic 
movements to the ice, sometimes blocking the fjord, sometimes 
opening it up. Since arriving, I had been completely alone in this giant 
fjord, enjoying the vast solitude, but with patience, the ice would have 
allowed passage to any ship seeking to enter, and not just the way I had 
come in, hugging the coast. 
   The next day, August 1st, the change in weather was dramatic. Fog 
had settled over Kangerlussuaq. I had begun to think that although I 
could well have remained in this fjord all summer, I needed to make my 
way up the coast to Scoresby Sund, giving me enough time to cross 
to Norway before the September gales. The fog reminded me of how 
lucky I had been since arriving in the fjord, and that the weather I had 
experienced was exceptional, and not to be taken for granted. I crossed 
again into Suhaili Bugt and walking up to a good height on Kraemer 
Island, looked out over the fog shrouded fjord. At my height, with the 
fog slowly moving beneath me blanketing the fjord, the sight was 
stunning, but not quite the weather that I would choose to make my 
way up the coast. I would wait for it to pass, before leaving for my next 
destination, Mikis Fjord. It would be difficult to navigate through both 
the ice and the fog, especially given how large a scale my charts were, 
and how inaccurate the electronic charts are on this coast. While there 
were the Pilots as well, much of the information they provided was 
limited. Not exactly terra incognita, but perhaps terra obscura.
   I woke on August 2nd to a much brighter day, although here and there 
patches of fog remained. Intending to leave a little later, I again brought 
Troll to anchor off from the hunter’s huts in Uttental Sund and walked to 
the head of the peninsula, again hoping to get a good look at the fjord 
entrance if the fog allowed. At the furthest point on the peninsula, I
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came upon the memorial to Lawrence Wager. Wager was a member 
of the BAARE expedition as well joining Augustine Courtald for the 
climb to Gunnbjørnsfeld. An active Cambridge night climber in the 
twenties along with Gino Watkins and Vivian Fuchs, he is best known 
in mountaineering circles for the 1933 attempt on Everest where the 
highest ascent was made without oxygen, only beaten in 1978 by 
Reinhold Messner and Peter Habeler. But as any geology student would 
know, Wager is most famous for the discovery and subsequent work 
in Kangerlussuaq of the Skraegard Intrusion. Evidence of these recent 
layered igneous intrusions could be seen clearly on the rocks I had 
been spending my days scrambling around. But even knowing little 
about geology, one could not fail to be impressed by the extraordinary 
layering and embedded features in the rocks both in Kangerlussuaq, 
and north along the coast. As rich in their way, as are the variety of 
forms produced by ice. 
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   I walked back down to the hunter’s huts and readied Troll for the trip 
to Mikis Fjord. Once back in Suhaili Bugt however, a new and heavy fog 
came in, making it difficult to see even the sides of the small bay. 
I dropped my anchor again, and settled in for the night. I woke, again 
to fog, but after breakfast it looked as though it was dissipating. Time 
was pressing, and I decided that fog or no, I would make my way up the 
coast. I finally said my goodbyes to Kangerlussuaq and, moving gently 
out of Suhaili Bugt, headed toward Kap Hammer and Mikis Fjord.



The Blosseville Coast 



   I arrived at the end of Mikis Fjord by mid afternoon, lying at a shallow 
depth a long way off from the shore where a wide stream fed into the 
fjord. As a snaking fog started to wend its way in from the arm of the 
fjord leading out to the coast, and feeling exposed to the katabatic 
winds rushing down from the cliffs behind me, I decided to pull up 
anchor and continue my way along the coast. By the time I was again 
outside the fjord the fog had thickened, and I was unable to see much 
beyond a few floes ahead. A group of common eiders flew across my 
bow, the males in full plumage, while numbers of seals, some of which I 
was sure were bearded, swam nearby. 
   Heading toward Kap Irminger, I realised that it was perhaps not 
the wisest of choices to have departed Mikis Fjord when I did, but I 
pressed on. Although the wind was much lighter, better the wind and 
fog at anchor, I thought, than the fog and heavy ice that I now met. 
The ice grew denser, and my task became daunting as I realised I had 
hours ahead of me, weaving in and out of a dense field, unable to see 
anything except my immediate surroundings, occasionally glimpsing 
the cliffs at the shore when leads in the ice brought me close.
   This stretch of coastline, first mapped by Amdrup’s expedition from a 
5.6m boat called Aggas, is not often visited. While Kangerlussuaq and 
Mikis Fjord may very occasionally see hunters from Ammassalik, these 
hunters would not tend to travel further north. And those hunters from 
Ittoqqortoormiit in Scoresby Sund may travel as far as Barclay Bugt, and 
even then only very rarely, but no further south. The mountainous land 
between these two points are a natural barrier, not only to the hunters, 
but to the terrestrial wildlife that roams either north or south of it. Only 
bears move freely along these forbidding shores. 
  The hours brought weariness and a chill. The ice and fog lessened at 
the entrance to I.C. Jacobsen Fjord, which sped things up a bit. Once 
passed Strømø Island, I turned into Ryberg Fjord, to an anchorage just 
inside the entrance on the west side. I dropped my anchor just after 

02:00 at 68º 05’ N, 30º 31’ W, right at the end of a steeply shelving basin 
at 5-9m, cold and tired. I would not do that willingly again, under heavy 
fog. To warm up, I started my Alladin heater, the first time I had used it 
on the voyage.
  Waking to a cloudless sky, I had something to eat and then went 
ashore to a pass over which I could see the entrance to I.C. Jacobsen 
Fjord, through which I had passed a few hours before. On the left 
was Strømø Island. Far in the distance, on the other side of the fjord 
entrance, I could just make out a large outcrop of rock in which a hole 
had formed through weathering and the waves that I had been very 
close to in the fog. The hill I scrambled up consisted of large boulders 
and rocks. If it was the same below the water as above, it explained 
the constant shifting of the anchor I had felt, trying to find a hold. The 
vegetation here was slightly different to Kangerlussuaq.  The willow, 
although rarer, had thicker branches.  And there seemed to be
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more variety of flowering plants. Of animals, I spotted only a single 
northern wheatear. I returned to Troll in the late afternoon, and after a 
while started to consider the next leg, whether I should make the effort 
immediately, which would lead to a another very late arrival at the next 
possible anchorage, 60nm further on, or wait for the morning. By 19:00, 
a fog had started to drift into the fjord. That settled it. I made a tea, and 
grabbed my book.  
   I woke to a cold sun, and altocumulus clouds streaked in parallel lines 
in the direction of the wind, aligned with Troll at anchor. I headed out of 
the anchorage just after 09:00, into a fog shrouded Ryberg Fjord. As we 
rounded into the main fjord, two glaucous gulls that I had heard the night 
before stood at the entrance to the bay. The day began much like the day 
I left Kangerlussuaq, and I was now becoming accustomed to a certain 
regularity, a familiar cast of characters. There were the northern fulmars, 
the black gullimots, and the occasional head of an enquiring seal. And ever

present was the fog and ice.     
   As we approached Nansen Fjord, with Søkongen Ø ahead and to our 
left, the ice became heavier, even as the fog began to lift. I hit an iceberg 
when distracted by what I thought was a bearded seal. With the hole in 
my bow, each contact like this caused me to wince. Past the fjord, the 
wind picked up a little, noticeable since there had been so little up to 
this point.  
  By the time we reached Kap Garde, we were unable to move very 
quickly, the ice becoming so heavy, opening up again as we passed 
the sharp arêtes of Kivioq Fjord. But by Kap Normann, we are brought 
to a standstill, and I stopped the engine. I had been hugging the 
coast closely, and I could see that past Kap Normann, a glacier was 
discharging. A short while later, I restarted the engine, moving slowly 
away from the coast, skirting the heavier concentrations of ice. An hour 
later, at 68º 19’ N, 28º 48’ W, among brash ice, I again stopped the engine 
as rain started to drizzle down.
   I slept a while, but fitfully, occasionally going up on deck to either 
push off from a scraping berg with my spinnaker pole, or to start the 
engine to maneouvre us away, each time moving further from the coast. 
In the morning, I woke to a sound I had grown accustomed to in the 
pack ice. The tinkling of ice along the hull. Then, the sudden crack as a 
large berg vied with Troll to see who was the stronger. 
  The sky was clear and along the coast, now 3nm away, I had a good 
view of the glaciers feeding into the narrow fjords between Kap 
Normann and Kap Ravn. Towering behind Ravn Fjord was a vast white 
fronted mountain. Three Arctic terns started to noisily fly above me, and 
I was surprised when they were joined by a northern fulmar who started 
to engage them in a dramatic aerial fight. A little further on, fog again 
started to enclose the coast, leaving only the peaks exposed. Ahead, 
Wiedermann Fjord was completely hidden, and I decided that although 
it may be a decent anchorage, I would press on. 
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     By midday, I passed Kap Vedel, which marks the beginning of what is 
properly termed the Blosseville Coast, which extends up to Kap Dalton, 
and named after a french lieutenant who was lost without a trace in the 
pack ice off the coast in 1833. Black legged kitiwakes started to appear, 
resting on floes and growlers, and one on a rare piece of driftwood. 
   By 13:00, I approached a long line of ice stretching out from the coast. 
Rather than push my way directly through it, I again turned to move 
even further from the coast, hoping to skirt it. Following the line of ice, 
something caught my eye in the water, and I immediately knew what it 
was, even if surprised to see it. A polar bear, swimming perpendicular 
to my path, was moving slowly toward my bow. I quickly noted the 
coordinates, 68º 24’N, 27º 20’W, about 7nm from Kap Vedel. I then 
slowed the engine down, and waited, watching him ( I assumed he 
was a male, being solitary). He turned, retreating back the way he had 
come. I slowly turned to follow him, as he made his way toward the field 
of ice. I edged the smaller bits of ice away with Troll and kept him, at a 
distance, in my path. After following for a few minutes, and wanting to 
watch, but not disturb, I brought Troll on an arc around to where he had 
been swimming toward, and stopped the engine. I could no longer see 
him in the ice. I took my binoculars and scanned the field. And then, I 
saw a seal’s head pop up, once, then twice. I had followed the predator 
in, and here was the prey. An ivory gull flew by overhead. 
   I drifted a while, my rifle loaded as a precaution, and had lunch but 
with my cabin hatch closed, occasionally coming out into the cockpit 
to scan the ice. After lunch, with no further sign of the bear, I moved on. 
I came across a large gathering of black-legged kittiwakes, scattered 
about on many different floes and bergs, at one point sending a large 
group of them simultaneously into the air, disturbed at my progress 
through the water.
   I continued through the ice for a few hours, taking the occasional 
break. In the early evening, as I was passing an iceberg, I saw another

polar bear, this time at 68º 31’N, 26º 52’W. He was sleeping on a ledge, 
raised from the water. The bear’s back was to me, as though sleeping, 
and as I edged closer, he got up a little and turned his face around 
toward me. I reversed, and went around to the other side of the iceberg. 
He too had got up, and came around to look, sniffing at me. He then 
briefly stood up on his hind legs, then turned, moving to the ice edge, 
and jumped into the water. I followed him with my binoculars, and saw 
him go around to a nearby floe, resting his head back looking as though 
he was relaxing in a hot tub. Then he was gone. Moving further around 
the iceberg, I could see the bloodied ice from what must have been a 
seal, and what looked to me like a still intact halibut lay nearby.
   As the evening progressed, the ice thinned, and I moved through 
increasingly open water, which allowed me to use my tiller pilot. The 
night provided a magnificent display of a sunset, or perhaps it was a 
sunrise, as one seemed to immediately herald the other, over the
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mountain range to my port. To my starboard, the moon was as large as 
I had ever seen it. In front of me, far off, a fata morgana of an iceberg 
grew in size as though a towering citadel. By 04:00, cold and tired, I 
stopped just south of Kap Beaupre, and drifted, and slept.     
   “The combination of ice, current and tide makes navigating close off 
Blosseville Kyst difficult and dangerous” says the Danish Pilot book. 
A little further, it states “the flood tide runs N along the E coast of 
Greenland and at Blosseville Kyst, it diminishes the speed of the East 
Greenland Current. The flood tide is strongest close off the coast and 
in some places it is strong enough to give a slight N direction to the 
current”. This is what I found as I woke, four hours later, off Kap Beaupre. 
I had drifted in the northerly direction I was heading, despite the 
easterly current. I was tired from the day before, the hours at the tiller, 
and took a long time over breakfast, enjoying the sun, continuing to 
drift the way I needed to go anyway. Around me the ice had become 
more concentrated, although still very open, from the night before. 
Where had it come from, given that I too had been at drift? From the 
north with the current, or south with the flood tide? 
   I felt rejuvenated when I set out again under the clear sky and warm 
sun, and the afternoon passed by quickly even though most of the 
going I had to give close attention to the ice, with the occasional 
stretches where I could set the tiller pilot to manage the steering.
As I came to Barclay Bugt, a fjord that reminded me just a little of 
Kangerlussuaq, I passed a number of enormous, architecturally striking, 
icebergs. Halfway across the Bugt, I hit a submerged iceberg, annoying 
me, so careful was I trying to be. My mood darkened, and as I approched 
the NE side of the Bugt, where Høst Havn, my intended anchorage was 
located, I looked back and was shocked to see the entire bay behind me
completely shrouded in the most unpleasant dirty grey fog. It was 
moving in so quickly, obscuring the mountains that only moments 
before stood out so sharply under the late afternoon sun. The fog had

come around behind me, moving past the glacier at the head of the 
fjord, and was in no time moving in front of me, threatening to block 
off the view ahead, and my path to the anchorage. Suddenly, from a 
gorgeous afternoon, and only 4nm from the anchorage entrance, I 
was surrounded in the thickest of fogs. I could not help reflect how 
suddenly this had occurred, in just the same way that my own mood 
had darkened. The same shocking abruptness. I could see nothing in 
front of me. 
   I looked up the coordinates in the Danish Pilot, and at a snail’s pace, 
pushed my way through increasingly heavy ice, until I found the 
narrowing entrance to Høst Havn. Once in, the fog lifted enough for 
me to see the sides of the sheltered cove. Waterfowl seemed abundant, 
with many long-tailed ducks, and a large group that looked like one 
male and many female common eiders. 
   I had a good sleep, and woke to a heavy fog. From my anchorage, a 
stone’s throw from a little beach, I could not see the narrowed entrance 
through which I had come the evening before. But I felt surrounded 
by land and protected, with only a few small icebergs drifting around 
me. It had started to drizzle, which increased as the morning wore on. 
I decided that I would remain until the next day. I had clearly needed 
the sleep, and this was the first anchorage since Ryberg Fjord, and felt 
more sheltered. I started to relax. But when I looked at the forward bilge, 
I could not decide whether the amount of water was abnormally high 
or, given how long I had slept, it had simply been a longer time since I 
had emptied it. What had become clear since Kangerlussuaq, was that 
Troll took on more water while underway than when at anchor or idle, 
as would be expected.
   In the rain I went ashore to fill up some cans with fresh water from the 
large waterfall nearby. The rain turned to drizzle by the evening, and I 
took a long walk to a point looking out to Barclay Bugt, where the fog 
and low clouds prevented me from seeing too much. Along the shore
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were lots of pieces of driftwood, and a few larger logs. I had noticed 
a couple of pieces in Ryberg Fjord, as well as off the coast, but here 
they were more abundant. In one of his Arctic accounts, Scoresby 
mentioned often coming across driftwood in the Greenland Sea, which 
originated from Siberian rivers. Mostly pine, with some birch. “It is not 
uncommon” he wrote, “to find trees standing erect in the middle of 
large sheets of ice”. They remain to this day a danger to navigation. I 
recalled only a couple of years before, a sailing ship hobbling back into 
Ísafjörður having just headed out on a passage, the rudder damaged by 
a submerged, and what must have been sizeable, drifting log. But the 
wood washing up along the coast must have been a godsend to the 
early hunters. The most beautiful use of driftwood that I know of are the 
carved maps of the coastline, detailing the fjords. In the 1880’s, Gustav 
Holm brought back to Denmark the only extant examples, called the 
Ammasalik carved maps, which cover the east coast around 66º. 
   Leaving Høst Haven in the morning, a female eider flew a long 
arc around Troll and back to her gathered group, as though on 
reconnaissance. Looking back into the anchorage which had been 
clear and sunny, I could see over a hill into the next fjord where a fog 
was coming in from the coast. I was now becoming  accustomed to the 
suddenness of a developing fog. As we rounded Kap Barclay, the wind 
picked up a little on our bow, the temperature dropped, and we were 
soon enveloped. 
  The fog lifted partially as we passed the entrance to Knighton Fjord, 
enough to see the skirt of the coast, and set Troll’s bow parallel to it. 
Both in Barclay Fjord, and along the coast, the ice was minimal, and for 
most of the day, I could steer Troll by the tiller pilot, keeping a watch, 
and altering course occasionally to steer away from a berg. Past Kap 
Dalton, the hills of Unartetaarteq provided a striking contrast of a 
luxurient sheen of growth to anything seen yet along the coast. Ejnar 
Mikkelsen on his 1932 expedition in the Søkongen wrote of how, as he

came to Mikis Fjord and further west and south, the rock gave a friendlier 
appearance. There was something softer too about the landscape from 
this point northwards. By the time we arrived in Rømer Fjord in the early 
evening, the sky was clear again. 
   Just after dropping anchor in view of a hut, a boat rounded a point 
and came close to Troll. I waved and three men came alongside and we 
started chatting. They were from Ittoqqortoormiit, and were hunting 
narwhal, but had not seen any for thirteen days. Would I like to eat seal 
with them? I said I would be happy to join them, and they suggested I 
reanchor around the point, closer to the hot springs and their own camp. 
I came around, dropped my anchor, and rowed ashore. 
   They were Johann, Magnus and Karale. Johann was a hunter, the 
other two what are called part time hunters. I tried the young ringed 
seal. Johann said this was his favorite meal. Better than bear, narwhal or 
muskox he assured me. It was good. Ringed seal meat, salt, water and 
rice. Boil for an hour. The broth was deep brown. They had been eating 
just bread some days they said, relying for the most part on what they 
could hunt. Tomorrow they would go fishing for Arctic char at a spot near 
the entrance of the fjord. Would I like to come? Yes, I would, I told them. I 
was tired so I made excuses after the meal was put away, and went back 
to Troll to sleep. They would leave midday.
   In the morning, around 10:00, I already saw them getting into their 
fibreglass boat with its 115 hp outboard. I had little time to get ready, and 
jumped into their boat as they came alongside. We had only be going 
about five minutes, when I saw Johann, who was driving, making quick 
glances toward the shore. All of a sudden, a sort of pandemonium took 
place as he swerved the boat abruptly even closer to the coast. Karale 
rushed back to take the controls, while Johann and Magnus grabbed 
their rifles. I believe at this moment the Arctic char was forgotten, for 
they had spotted narwhal. What followed was a manic chase. As we 
approached a group of narwhals, gliding beautifully in arcs, Johann
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and Magnus shot at them. And then they would look feverishly up 
and down the coast to see where the narwhal might surface again, 
shouting to Karale to follow quickly. A couple of times, slowing down 
on approach, as shots were fired, I could see a narwhal had been hit, for 
blood started to stream by them as they sounded. It surprised me that 
they seemed to hug the shoreline, even after one of them had been 
wounded, making it much easier to be found again. Had the narwhals 
moved into the centre of the fjord, I’m sure they would have made good 
their escape.  A short while later, after more shots were fired, a narwhal 
could be seen struggling on the surface but by the time the boat came 
toward the whale, it had sunk. After more toing and froing, and more 
shots, another whale in the group was struck, but this time, Johann was 
able to throw a hook and bring it alongside the boat. Johann then took 
control of the boat while Karale, shouting with joy, held on to its tusk as 
we moved slowly to the shore where a line that was tied around the

narwhal’s fin was taken higher up the shore and fastened around a 
rock. We were off again, for what seemed a much longer time, but the 
narwhals could not be found. At one point Johann jumped off the boat 
to get to higher ground so he could scan the fjord with his binoculars, a 
sort of temporary blind, while Karale drove the boat up and down along 
the coast. After a while, we picked Johann up and went all the way to 
the head of the fjord, searching. With no further sign of the whales, we 
stopped on a small island in the middle of the fjord to have lunch. During 
lunch, Magnus explained that the narwhal that had been killed would be 
his, which he would share with the others. After the break, they all took 
their binoculars and scanned the water carefully. While they were doing 
this, I started collecting some eiderdown that was spread around the 
island in little clumps. Back in the boat, we again moved up and down 
the fjord a number of times, but no longer saw any sign of the narwhal. 
By 18:00, they came back to the narwhal that had been killed earlier, and 
brought it slowly around to the beach in front of their camp. They then 
set to, flensing it. First they cut off the head, then stripped off the skin, 
seperating it from the blubber. Then they cut the meat into sections, 
and finally tackled the tusk, chopping it away from the skull. Magnus 
was very proud of his tusk, which they measured at 1.31 metres, saying 
it would go to his grandchild. After the work, Johann was suddenly 
impatient to start on the long trip back to Ittoqqortoormiit. They had 
been away a long time, and with their kill, they could happily return 
without being empty handed.   
   Once Johann, Magnus and Karale had gone, I looked back at the shore 
and saw some of the remains and large pieces of blubber. The main 
carcass they had taken out and sunk, but still there was enough on 
shore to be an attraction to any scavangers. I was to learn that they had 
pushed the main carcass out and let it sink because a few years before a 
cruise ship had entered this fjord and come across around thirty narwhal
carcasses lying along the beach. The passengers had been horrified and
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Nuuk had been notified with officials flying out to the east coast to have 
a look for themselves. The hunters in Ittoqqortoomiit had then been 
told to ensure such a sight could never be seen again. 
   After dinner, I went ashore, walking past the narwhal remains, and 
over to the hut on the point of the peninsula. Returning, I stopped by 
the hot spring, which looked inviting. I had not bathed properly since 
Iceland. I felt the warmth of the water, and then scanning the remains 
on the beach and then the nearby slopes for any sign of movement, 
undressed and settled into the hot water and soft mud. As I lay there, 
I thought about my journey so far: Being stuck in the ice pack; at the 
entrance to Kangerlussuaq and around Nordre Aputiteeq; my walks in 
Kangerlussuaq; the long push up the coast; and finally the witnessing

of a violent hunt. As I became drowsy from the heat, lying there for well 
over an hour, surrounded by the extraordinary landscape and large sky, 
my satisfaction of having arrived here grew. There have been times 
in my life when I have looked around and felt that I would rather be 
nowhere else. In the deafening quiet of the fjord, I knew that this was 
one such moment. 
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Scoresby Sund  



   When I awoke, I was surprised to see that still no scavangers had 
come to plunder the remains of the narwhal. I pulled the anchor up and 
headed toward Turner Sund, between the mainland and Turner Island. 
This shallow seperation, occasionally just 5-6m in depth, brought me 
out to Deichmann Fjord and the coast, where the strongest wind I had 
met so far on the coast, was coupled with a sizeable swell. I unfurled my 
foresail and, together with the engine, occasionally made seven knots 
north toward the opening of Scoresby Sund. 
   Scoresby Sund, called variously in the East or West Greenladic dialects 
as Kangerstuar, Kangertittivaq or Kangerlussuaq (like the fjord further 
south) is of course named after William Scoresby. His son, William 
Scoresby junior, a whaling captain and author who is widely regarded 
as the first polar scientist, named it so when he was the first European 
to competently describe the fjord. Although Scoresby had come across 
signs of habitation, the only European account of a living population 
was by Douglas Clavering in 1823 on Wollaston Forland, north of 
Scoresby Sund. After this, no population was ever seen again, only 
the ruins and remains. It is really a mystery as to why the earlier Thule 
culture seemed to have disappeared entirely from this rich hunting 
ground. Reindeer too disappeared, about 1900, numbers of them 
having been seen by the Ryder party that explored inside the fjord in 
1891/92, and whose bones and antlers can still be found.  
  The town that I now moved toward, Ittoqqortoormiit, meaning the 
place of many houses, was a colonial project first proposed by Harald 
Olrik to bring Greenlanders from the west coast, and then carried 
out by Mikkelsen and Olrik, instead bringing Ammassalik residents 
in 1925. Although not undertaken by the Danish government, and 
privately funded, it was a vital step that helped Denmark in its claim for 
sovereignty over Greenland in its dispute with Norway in 1933.   
   As I came closer to Kap Brewster, or Kangikajik, a cluster of massive 
icebergs discharged from the Sund lay scattered about outside the 

entrance, while small groups of little auks flew all about me, the cliffs 
teeming with them. Crossing the entrance of the fjord to Uunarteq (Kap 
Tobin) was relatively ice free, only here and there were smaller fields of 
ice that I had to navigate through. The entrance to Scoresby Sund is in 
fact a recurring flow polynya, which has often allowed expeditions early 
in the summer to move a little way into the fjord before being stopped, 
unable even to reach the settlements, and is a major reason for the 
hunting success in the area. By early evening, closing in on the northern 
coast, I could not believe it when I saw, yet again, a line of fog moving 
in from offshore. I knew what this meant. I had enough experience now 
to know that fairly soon I would be enveloped, and that I would be 
approaching Ittoqqortoormiit in the fog. I was right, and soon enough, I 
was creeping along in fog and ice, unable to see Uunarteq, which I knew 
to be only a stone’s throw away. But as I made my way along the shore 
next to the peninsula, I eventually left the fog behind and had a clear 
run to Ittoqqortoormiit.
   The next morning, while walking around the town, I met Johann with 
his wife, a younger German woman named Ruth who invited me to their 
home later in the day. At anchor, I had put out a fishing line from the 
back of Troll and caught a rather monstrous looking fish. Not knowing 
quite what to do with it I brought it up with me when I went to visit 
Johann and Ruth. A Myoxocephalus scorpius, or qivaaqi, and rather large 
for its size, we had it with coffee and some Arctic char, while Ruth told 
me of her experiences living a decade in Ittoqqortoormiit. In the course 
of the discussion she mentioned that a Niels Einarsson, the director of 
the Stefansson Arctic Institute, based in Akureyri, would be arriving by 
plane the coming Monday. I was surprised and delighted to hear this 
as I had met Niels earlier in the year. I knew he was interested in the 
community of Ittoqqortoormiit in his role as an anthropologist. He had 
told me a very funny story that I then recounted to Johann and Ruth. He 
had been helping a group of scientists that converge each summer in
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Ankervig to tag narwhals, relying on the local hunters to catch them 
with nets. Sometimes the netting can cause the narwhals great harm. 
In this particular case, one had been netted and looked hurt. I can’t 
imagine how the situation cropped up but Niels related how he ended 
up trying to give a narwhal CPR through its blowhole in order to save 
it so that it may be tagged. It did not recover, and the hunters then 
flensed it for their own needs. Johann laughed, since it was with him 
that Niels had been out at Ankervig. That I had met Johann in Rømer 
Fjord, and that he was the hunter Niels had told me about I thought 
quite a coincidence. But as I was to learn, there were less than fifteen 
professional hunters in this community of three hundred and fifty 
people. There were roughly fifty or so part time hunters though, like 
Magnus and Karale, who were still able to hunt narwhal and seal. The 
number of animals that could be hunted was controlled each year, and 
only bears and walruses could be caught by the professional hunters 

such as Johann. 
   That evening, I walked up to the met station to watch the weather 
balloon being released. Returning down the hill I met four men 
sitting on a veranda, looking out over the fjord, drinking beer. The 
most beautiful place in the world, my namesake Mikkel told me. Their 
pride in this town, and its surroundings, was genuine. Yet I knew that 
Ittoqqortoormiit has often been in the sights of those from West 
Greenland, and even from Danes in Copenhagen, questioning the value 
of maintaining the town, for it could not be cheap. Almost everything 
was brought in, and as I had seen by the methods, even the hunting 
was heavily dependent on petrol and bullets.    
   On the monday, I met Ruth walking up to the helicopter landing site 
above the town and joined her to greet Niels who, when he arrived, 
was equally surprised to see me. Johann had left to join the rest of the 
hunters in Ankervig. Ruth had told me that two anthropologists, or one 
anthropologist and one eskimologist as I was to be told later, Hanne 
Tuborg Sandell and Birger Sandell, who owned a house in the town, 
were currently in Ittoqqortoormiit. I suggested a dinner the following 
evening with them and Ruth and Niels, at his rented house.  In the 
evening, I watched on the beach as a local hunter, Marius, flensed a ring 
seal to give the meat and blubber to his yelping and excited dogs.               
    The forecast for Tuesday evening was for very strong winds. That 
afternoon, I brought Troll around from in front of Ittoqqortoormiit to the 
supposed safety of Amdrups Havn, which the Pilot book states is more 
secure in bad weather. I anchored close to a stream, tucked away from 
where katabatic gusts were already starting to sweep down into the 
Havn, toward Rosenvinge Bugt. Once anchored, I rowed to shore, and 
walked the hour and a half back to town across the rocky terrain.
   We all met at Niels’ rented house. Birger and Hanne had initially lived 
and worked in the Ittaajimmiit (Kap Hope) settlement, excavating Thule 
ruins. They explained that they first came to Ittoqqortoormiit in the
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early 70’s, wanting to ply their trade. But since they also wanted to be 
welcomed back, they decided to look to the Thule culture, and as a 
way of bringing in the ethnography, comparing contempory hunting 
practices, with the clues provided from the excavations. They published 
one of their extensive works as a monograph in the Meddelelser om 
Grønland, the journal that has been an essential source of information 
regarding Greenland for around 140 years, and includes works by Ryder, 
Amdrup and Wager, among many others. The discussion quickly turned 
to the role of hunting, which is a topic that comes naturally on the east 
coast, so pinnacle is it to the culture. It is always the importance of the 
social aspect of hunting that crops up. No longer absolutely necessary 
for survival in a modern Greenland, it remains vital for a community’s 
well being. This brought to mind an East Greenland song I had come 
across in a small book of translations, Smell of Earth and Clay, called, 
apropro, Mourning Song: 

No hunting 
in this land
no hunting 
on this ice 

no hunting 
in this air 

no hunting 
in this sea

no hunting at all

   The expected wind started to pick up and the Sandells excused 
themselves. Niels suggested I take his binoculars up to the met station 
so I could look out to where Troll was anchored. I knew I would not be 
able to see her from there, tucked in as she was, but I am very glad I 
went. At the top of the hill, I was startled to see Troll dragging

halfway across Amdrups Havn. I ran back down to Niels’, dropping 
off the binoculars, and rushed to the pier where there was a fishing 
boat, the Vega, owned by an Icelandic man named Siggi, who lives in 
Kuumiut, near Tasiilaq. He had been taking research scientists from 
the Greenland Institute along the coast all summer. I explained to 
Siggi that Troll was dragging and could he take me out. At first he was 
hesitant, not believing me, but as we started toward Amdrups Havn, 
he came quickly back out on deck and motioned for me to go with 
the first mate in the fast speed boat he had as a tender. We sped out to 
Troll, which I could see was now no longer dragging but held by the 
anchor in the decreasing depth of the southern side of the Havn. We 
sped to where I had been at anchor by the stream and picked up my 
dinghy, and then I was dropped off on Troll again. The weather by this 
time had picked up considerably. I started the engine and brought the 
anchor in, heading back to the town. I remembered that during dinner 
Birger had said that the holding in front of Ittoqqortoormiit was quite 
good. It could not be worse that where I had been in Amdrups Havn. 
Anyways, I was not going to leave Troll again until the weather passed. 
In front of Ittoqqortoormiit I could see Vega struggling to secure a 
long line from the pier. I thought of doing the same but it was blowing 
too much and the waves were too high for me to try this on my own. I 
certainly could not use my dinghy in this weather. I dropped my anchor, 
added a great deal more chain, and put out a considerable scope. This 
held, somewhat, for what was to be an uncomfortable night. While I 
was doing this there seemed to be some commotion at the pier with 
a fast boat coming and going to another local fishing boat that had 
come away from its mooring and was now drifting a long way out. The 
drama seemed to take a number of hours, with many attempts to get 
the wayward boat’s engine started and the boat brought back in the 
turbulent sea. I learned the next day that the boat was called Johanna, 
named after the daughter of an older hunter who had taken her life, a 
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tragic problem plaguing the communities throughout Greenland. 
   After the rough night at anchor, with little sleep, I stopped at Niels’ for 
a coffee in the morning, and then brought Troll across the small bay and 
reanchored in front of the Sandell’s sea fronted house where I had a tea. 
Then I was off, into the fjord, passing Ittaajimmiit and Ittoritseq (Kap 
Stewart), abandoned along with Uunarteq, all used now only as hunter’s 
temporary cabins. The wind from the system the previous night was 
still blowing, albeit muted, in the main fjord. With the waves pushing 
me along, also a residue from the storm, I kept at the tiller to watch for 
bergs. I made good progress, and just after midnight, unable to keep my 
eyes open, I stopped, and drifted in the middle of Hall Bredning.
   Waking at 05:00, I set course for the Bjørne Ør, arriving at the scenic 
islands just after 11:00. The low clouds blocked my view of what must 
have been a spectacular sight of the Stauning Alps to my starboard. 
Although my initial destination was the ancorage at Jytte Havn, I 
approached it by coming between the second and third of the larger 
islands next to Milneland. As I turned to my port at the top of the 
second island, I had to pass through a narrow passage formed by yet 
another island to its north, so crowded in were they. Surprised at how 
quickly the depths changed, I had to reverse abruptly as I came up to 
what I feared was a shallow bar blocking my way, at 71º 04’ N, 25º 32’ 
W. Unwilling to risk being grounded and trying but unable to spot a 
deeper channel, I retraced my route, this time coming up between 
Milneland and the first island in the group. Passing a huge iceberg that 
initially looked as if it would block the passage, I dropped my anchor in 
Jytte Havn, under a brisk and chill wind. Uncertain about leaving Troll to 
go ashore for a walk with the katabatic gusts occasionally sweeping the 
Havn, I remained aboard, and started my Alladin heater to warm myself 
up. 
   In the morning I began the dramatic passage through the Øfjord 
between Renland and Milneland, at the end of which I veered to the

port between Storø and Milneland, where I found a great deal more ice, 
and had to proceed slowly. As I passed into Rødefjord, I stopped and had 
dinner near some heavy brash ice off Sorte Ø. Nearby were a group of 
huge icebergs, one of which was actively splitting up, creating impressive 
thunderous booms and a wash. I pushed through a large field of brash 
ice, and finally arrived just after 01:00 off Ankervig, where there were a 
number of houses, boats on moorings, and tents. 
  In the morning, I rowed ashore and met Johann. He asked whether I 
would like to join Karale and him that afternoon to go up to Harefjord to 
pick up some pemmican for his dogs at a storage depot. I agreed, as it 
would allow me to see further up Rødefjord and into Harefjord. His boat 
was fast, so it would be a quick trip.
    There were a number of hunters with their families in Ankervig, as well 
as the scientists. They were all waiting for the narwhal. I went and spoke 
to a few of the scientists. This program was led by Mads Heide-Jørgensen, 
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who remained all summer at Ankervig, while rotations of roughly six 
other scientists would come in for three week periods. A Twin Otter 
came directly from Akureyri to pick them up and drop them off on a 
runway constructed on the plateau above the houses. Mads had been 
running this program since 2008, and since 2010 from Ankervig. I asked 
a couple of them what they had learnt from the program. They now 
knew, for example, that the narwhals had their feeding grounds in the 
winter between Greenland and Iceland, at the edge of the pack ice. 
Some of the tags they placed on the narwhals, besides the geolocators, 
allowed them to monitor physiological responses, such as to diving. 
Much of the time the scientists spent here was simply looking out for 
the tell tale signs of the narwhal. The hunters did the work of capturing 
them in large nets, and those that were too badly hurt went to the 
hunters, and those that could be released, tagged. The hunters were 
paid more for a narwhal that could be tagged than had they been able 

to kill one, which was their incentive.
   In the afternoon, Johann and Karale picked me up from Troll in the  
now familiar boat, and we sped back the way I had come from the day 
before, up toward Harefjord. First though we stopped across from Storø, 
picking up some fuel that was kept in a depot consisting of two large 
drums. In Harefjord, we stopped in front of a very large wooden box that 
housed an expeditions’ worth of equipment and sacks of pemmican. 
This belonged to an English friend and neighbour of Johann’s who kept 
dogs, and who had once intended and prepared for a crossing of the 
ice cap, but who had now abandoned his plans. Johann had asked if I 
could take some of the heavy pemmican sacks back to Ittoqqortoomiit 
for him, which I agreed to.  After we had some lunch, we all climbed the 
slope behind us, looking for the muskox we had seen before landing, 
since Johann and Karale intended to hunt one for meat. Around the 
next bend toward the head of the fjord we saw a few muskoxen closer
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to shore, which was an important factor in the search. We walked back 
down to the boat, loaded it with the pemmican, and moved further 
into the fjord. On the way, I noticed a common loon, the first I had seen. 
Once ashore again, we moved stealthily and rapidly up another hill 
to a ridge until we saw three muskox feeding much further down the 
slopes, around the point. Johann took his rifle with its sight, supported 
himself on a rock, and fired. Just the one shot, at over 200 metres, and a 
muskox was down. Far more effective, I thought, than the narwhal hunt, 
where so many seemed to have been wounded and at least one other 
killed for the one animal taken. But of course, shooting muskox is like 
shooting at a cow in a field, the reason why there was strict prohibition, 
and only later a slight relaxation, of their hunting when the settlement 
of Ittoqqortoormiit was first established. We started down the hill, with 
Johann and Karale shouting to scare the other two muskox away. It was 
a female, between 5 and 7 years old. Not quite dead when we arrived,

Johann cut her head off, placing it to the side. Again, as with the 
narwhal, Johann and Karale got down to business, efficiently cutting 
the muskox up, and placing the meat into large plastic bags, which 
we took down to the boat. I was surprised after all the meat was cut 
up and bagged to see them leaving the skin with the other remains. I 
thought this would be used, but Johann said that the skin is only good 
in the winter, when the coat is heavier. We arrived at Ankervig late in the 
evening, after a fast trip back weaving through the brash ice. 
   In the morning, I walked up to the plateau to look out over the fjord 
and see the runway and chatted a while with Mads, who was convinced 
that the hunting culture of the Ittoqqortoomiit community was in fast 
decline, nearing its complete demise. I was not so sure.  I rowed back to 
Troll where Johann and Karale passed me the pemmican sacks, along 
with some other equipment to lighten their own boat, as they were not 
heading immediately for town. For my troubles, I was handed one of 
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the huge legs of muskox in a plastic bag. I looked at it incredulously. I 
couldn’t eat all that. Why not, asked Karale. I took the large leg of meat. I 
would be eating muskox for breakfast, lunch and dinner for days to come, 
until well on my way past Jan Mayen to which I was heading once I had first 
stopped again in Ittoqqortoormiit. It was in fact a welcome change from 
the tinned and dried foods I had. 
  I made my way down Fønfjord and into Hekla Havn, where Carl Ryder 
and his expedition aboard the Hekla spent the winter of 1891/92 mapping 
and exploring the inner fjords. A hut stood at the shore of the shallow bay 
where a meteorology station had been established, and which was now 
used by hunters, and visited by the growing number of tourists. Inside were 
rooms filled with tables and beds, books and magazines, rock specimens, 
old radios and parts, and pictures on the wall of the station employees from 
the late 60’s and early 70’s. As a sign of the times, one year around 1970, 
the employees changed from being almost exclusively Danish, to being 
predominently Greenlanders. More recent graffitii from tour groups and 
expeditions filled the walls.
   In the morning while I was having coffee on Troll, a very large three 
masted ship came slowly into the bay. This turned out to be a Dutch vessel 
registered in Vanuatu. This was not the only tall ship carrying tourists around 
Scoresby Sund. There are also two ships from Husavik that regularly sail 
in the Sund, and I passed yet another Dutch tall ship on my way back to 
Ittoqqortoomiit later in the day. All of these tall ships provided a fine sight, in 
such contrast to the cruise ships that are now regularly coming in.
   As I made my way across Bredning Hall later that afternoon, to my north I 
could finally see the outline of the Stauning Alps. The sky that evening was 
hazy, and it lent to both the sky and the surrounding mountains that were 
my horizon warm pastel colours. As evening passed to night, like a sudden 
flick of a switch, a darkness fell on the fjord. It contrasted so strikingly with 
the previous weeks, both along the coast and in Iceland while preparing to 
leave. The season, I felt, had suddenly changed. And I knew it was time to 

leave Greenland. 
   I arrived in the early morning, and to my surprise a vast amount of sea ice 
lay from Ittaajimmiit stretching all the way to Uunarteq. At first brash ice, 
and then, coming closer to Ittoqqortoormiit, larger floes. It must have all 
come around from Liverpool Land. At first I was concerned that it may be 
too dense to approach the town, but after making my way slowly, I was able 
to drop anchor next to some large floes close to the pier. After a refreshing 
sleep, I went ashore and brought Niels some muskox steaks for his fridge. 
   I remained two days in Ittoqqortoormiit. The temperature had cooled, 
the nights were now dark, and on August 24th, I left in a strong southwest 
breeze, rounding Uunarteq and setting a direct course for Jan Mayen, with 
a glance to the coast of Liverpool Land to the north. Next time.
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To Jan Mayen and away 



   As I left the coast behind, the wind dropped and became variable. 
From there on, I sometimes motored, sometimes sailed. I sighted Jan 
Mayen, shrouded in fog, in the very early morning of the 27th, and with 
the wind coming from the south, strengthening the closer I approached 
the island, decided for the historical whaling bay of Kvalrossbukta, on 
the north west coast, which I assumed would be sheltered. Approaching 
the southern point of the island from the west, I thought about the 
mountaineer and sailor H.W. Tillman who struck a rock with his ship 
Mischief there, eventually foundering while being towed away. Jan 
Mayen and the east coast of Greenland had not been kind to Tillman, 
having lost his second ship Sea Breeze in Sermilik Fjord near Tasiilaq 
and almost losing his third boat Baroque, again near Tasiilaq. He set 
out on four seperate voyages hoping to enter Scoresby Sund, only 
once making it as far as what I assume was the polynya at the entrance, 
unable to reach Scoresbysund, the earlier name for Ittoqqortoormiit.
   As I approched Kvalrossbukta, surrounded by what seemed like 
hundreds of northern fulmars that filled the landscape from cliffs to sea, 
a katabatic wind gusted strongly from the shore. Expecting it to have 
been calmer on this side, I was at least in no danger, so I anchored, and 
went to sleep.
   Waking five hours later to the sound of an anchor finding a hold, the 
wind, still very strong, had changed direction, making what was now 
the lee shore a danger. As much as I wanted to get ashore, there was 
no way I could. My recent experience with Troll dragging in Amdrups 
Havn came to mind. With a brief struggle to raise the anchor quickly 
and at the same time prevent being driven ashore, I set off out of the 
bay and along the coast to the northeast. As I approached Beerenberg, 
it seemed to provide shelter, and I entered a calm stretch of shoreline. 
The clouds parted a little as I passed the volcano, giving me a clear view 
of the glaciers emptying into the sea. In this shelter from the wind, I 
stopped for a while to lunch, and then hoisted the main. Nearby, I

 spotted puffins and skua, alongside the numerous fulmars.
  As I passed from the shelter of Beerenberg, leaving Jan Mayen’s shores, 
both the swell and the wind picked up considerably. I went out on 
deck to reef the main, and furl the foresail. By the morning, what was 
becoming clear was that the very weather I had left Greenland early to 
avoid was coming right at me. Having to beat into such filthy weather, 
the next three days were as uncomfortable as any I have endured on 
a passage. At one point, the flow of water coming in from the crack in 
the bow increased, due no doubt to beating into the wind. I applied 
another tube of Sikaflex, but this took a couple of days to hold, during 
which time I spent a good amount of time at the sisyphean task of 
bailing. I was very happy when the weather finally eased, and Troll’s 
movement calmed a little. 
   Six days after leaving Jan Mayen, on September 2nd, I sighted 
the Norwegian coast. With a strong southerly breeze, I entered 
between Kvaløya and Ringvassøya, dropping my anchor in the dark in 
Rakkfjorden, exhausted but deeply satisfied. 
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